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By Nelly S. Toll

Penguin Books Australia, Australia, 2003. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Illustrated with Nelly s original watercolors, this powerful memoir tells the true
story of how a little girl s imagination helped her survive World War II. The Nazis come to Poland
when Nelly is six. By the time she turns eight, the events of World War II have taken almost everyone
she loves. Scared, lonely, and running from the Nazis, Nelly hides in the bedroom of a Gentile couple
in Lwow, Poland. For over a year, she lives in fear of discovery, writing in her diary and painting
pictures of a fantasy world filled with open skies and happy families. For 13 months during World
War II, the author and her mother were hidden from the Nazis. Like Anne Frank, Nelly kept a diary
and through that outlet transformed her grim reality into an enchanting fantasy world. Without
emphasizing horror and loss, Toll conveys the effects of human evil and human folly, summoning
up the forces of tragedy and courage. --Publishers Weekly In Toll s remembrance, art equals hope:
her happy family pictures, painted in the secret room where she and her mother hid from...
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ReviewsReviews

These kinds of publication is everything and got me to looking ahead of time and much more. it absolutely was writtern extremely completely and
valuable. Your way of life period is going to be enhance when you full looking over this ebook.
-- Dr . Lessie Mur phy IV-- Dr . Lessie Mur phy IV

The publication is great and fantastic. It really is simplistic but surprises within the 50 % from the publication. Your daily life span will be change when you
comprehensive reading this article book.
-- Althea  Aufder ha r-- Althea  Aufder ha r
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